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S7 '('A ')'
Ao7 y'_' A I x

S and A are non-terminals, and '(', ')', I_', y, and x are terminals. S is the starting
non-terminal. (10)

b) Briefly explain the following LR table generation techniques:

• LR(O) items (5)

• the c1osureO function (5)

• the gotoO function (5)

c) Produce a LR parse table for the grammar in part (a) using the techniques of part
(b). Show all your working. (40)

d) Evaluate the string "(y-y-x)" using your LR parse table from part (c). (15)

Question 2 (55 minutes; 55 marks)

a) Explain yacc by specifying the main sections of a typical yacc program. (10)

b) What is an attribute grammar? (10)

c) Define an attribute grammar for the context free grammar given below:

Pos 7 Path
Path 7 Path Move I E

Move 7 left I right I fwd I back I up I down

Pos, Path, and Move are non-terminals, while left, right, fwd, back, up, and down
are terminals. Pos is the starting non-terminal.

A Pos sentence specifies how an object is moved from its starting position at the
coordinates (0,0,0) to a new position in (x,y,z) space. (15)

d) Write a yacc grammar which implements your attribute grammar of part (c).
Explain in words what data types you have defined.
Note: do not write a lex grammar. (20)



Question 3 (45 minutes; 45 marks)

a) What is intermediate code? Give some brief examples ofthe different kinds. (15)

b) Describe the stack-based intermediate code used by the expressions language. Do
not include any parser code, but include diagrams where possible. (10)

c) Translate the expressions program:

let x = 2
let y= 3 + x

into intermediate code. Explain the translation in words. Do not include any parser
code, but include diagrams where possible. (10)

d) Evaluate the intermediate code of part (c). Show all your working. Do not include
any parser code, but include diagrams where possible. (10)

--- End of Examination ---


